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Brief summary
Most general histories of the discipline trace the ‘rise’ of modern international law from the 1870s
onwards and treat its subsequent evolution purely genealogical. Such an approach ignores to an
extent the impact anterior juridical cultural traditions had on the normative contents of international
law. The Congresses of the Friends of Peace held between 1843 and 1867 in several European cities
provide an illustration of just such a tradition. This research aims to uncover the ways in which legal
concepts were employed by congress participants, many of whom shared a background in the legal
professions, to discuss such tenuous concepts as ‘peace’ and ‘war’, as well as their legal
concretisations like the promotion of international adjudication or the desirability of a principle of
(non-) intervention in international public law. The study takes into account the differing national
constitutional backgrounds of participating peace activists and the transnational networks that
existed between these peace activists. Research methods will initially focus on printed copies of the
proceedings and archival newspaper sources, such as Belgicapress, which has fully digitized all
Belgian newspaper sources covering the Brussels congress, before delving deeper into extant
personal correspondence of key movement figures.
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Research objectives
Most scholarly attention so far has focused on the institutionalisation and professionalisation of
international law. This movement is generally taken to begin in 1868 with the publication of the first
edition of the Revue de Droit International et de Législation Comparée and to be further consolidated
with the subsequent establishment in the early 1870s in Ghent of the Institut de Droit International.
Additional steps were taken in the ensuing years with the establishment of the American Society of
International Law and the pioneering work of James Brown Scott.
This study wants to focus on the manifold manners in which lawyers’ previous training and political
culture had an effect on peace activism, i.e. before the aforementioned institutions were set up. In a
way, these congresses could be considered civil society’s answer to the old droit public de l’Europe,
which in the nineteenth century was governed by the aristocracy and so-called ‘high politics’.
Two main research questions:
1. A first one concerns the legal arguments that were employed by congress participants. How
was peace legally constructed by these activists? What was the relative frequency and
strength of each argumentative device? To what degree did they understand, adopt and
modify the peace plans of earlier thinkers on the subject, such as Sully, Saint-Pierre, Bentham
or Kant?
2. A second one covers networks. These activists almost exclusively belonged to a
comparatively small group of centre-left bourgeois lawyers and intellectuals, whose vision
was much more transnational than is often believed. How did their diverging constitutional
backgrounds affect their interactions?
These two questions will be addressed in two work packages, based on the fault lines between the
originally explicitly religious Anglo-Saxon peace tradition and the more subdued continental one.
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